We propose a multi-fidelity system reduction technique that uses weighted graphs paired with three-dimensional discrete fracture network (DFN) modelling for efficient simulation of subsurface flow and transport in fractured media. DFN models are used to simulate flow and transport in subsurface fractured rock with low-permeability. One method to alleviate the heavy computational overhead associated with these simulations is to reduce the size of the DFN using a graph representation of it to identify the primary flow sub-network and only simulate flow and transport thereon. The first of these methods used unweighted graphs constructed solely on DFN topology and could be used for accurate predictions of first-passage times. However, these techniques perform poorly when predicting later stages of the mass breakthrough. We utilize a weightedgraph representation of the DFN where edge weights are based on hydrological parameters in the DFN that allows us to exploit the kinematic quantities derivable a posteriori from the flow solution obtained on the graph representation of the DFN to perform system reduction and predict the later stages of the breakthrough curve with high fidelity. We also propose and demonstrate the use of an adaptive pruning algorithm with error control that produces a pruned DFN sub-network whose predicted mass breakthrough agrees with the original DFN within a user-specified tolerance. The method allows for the level of accuracy to be a user-controlled parameter.
Introduction
In the study of flow through porous media, one goal is the prediction of the transport of a dissolved solute (contaminants/gases) along with the flow field. Whether this is done through an Eulerian viewpoint by solving the advectiondiffusion equation, or a Lagrangian viewpoint via particle tracking, a key quantity of interest is the "breakthrough curve," which describes the mass of the transported quantity crossing a control plane at the outlet as a function of time.
For nuclear nonproliferation problems, it is only of interest to detect early mass arrival to infer gas seepage from the subsurface, while in the case of monitoring of pollutant concentration to ensure compliance with permissible levels, the peak of the breakthrough curve is of significance. For hydrocarbon extraction or contaminant remediation, the entire curve is of interest, as the tail represents the effect of diffusion and other transport processes with longer time scales. In the recovery of hydrocarbon from shale, for instance, the decline and tail of the production curve determines sustainability as it comprises 50-60% of the total production [1] . Thus, depending on the application, the rise, peak, or tail of the breakthrough curve becomes significant and it is essential that the simulation capture this accurately.
With these considerations, computational simulation for geological and environmental applications is often confronted by intractable computational problems that appear in two different, but related forms. In some geological media (such as oil-sands of Alberta) the variation of the permeability occurs at a length scale very small compared to the size of the domain, so that computational simulation becomes prohibitively expensive or downright impossible [2] . A variety of multi-scale computational methods based on finite element [3] and finite volume discretization [4] [5] [6] have been proposed to circumvent the issue, and while they perform very well for two-dimensional domains and linear models, for unsteady, three-dimensional problems or non-linear models [7, 8] this is still an open area of research. On the other hand, there are other geological sites [9] composed of low-permeability media, such as granite and shale, where the interconnected fractures in the rocks provide the primary pathways for fluid flow. While the domain of interest is greatly reduced since the network of fractures is the only part of the domain that is of computational interest, treating these fractures as continua with effective properties fails to capture the physics accurately [10, 11] . Thus the geometry and topology of the network become critical in both modelling and accurate simulation of flow in the subsurface. However, the explicit representation adds considerable computational overhead that is prohibitive for practical use in some engineering decisions.
The paradigm of discrete fracture networks (DFN) is one method to model flow and transport in low-permeability media where the flow is primarily constrained to fractures [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this approach, the fracture network in three dimensions is represented by intersections of twodimensional planar surfaces. Geological site characterizations are used to construct probability distributions for the fracture lengths/radii, location, orientation, and aperture/thickness. Different realizations of said network are then constructed by repeatedly drawing samples from the distribution for the fracture attributes. Once the network is equipped with a computational grid, one can solve flow and transport equations, by numerically integrating them on the domain, to predict the quantities of interest.
The DFNWORKS high-performance computational suite offers a scalable and efficient work flow [15] . This work flow has now been used successfully to study a host of problems such as hydrocarbon extraction [19, 20] and spent nuclear fuel [21] . However, the fidelity gained by detailed representation of fracture geometry and topology comes at enormous computational cost due to three main sources-(i) generation of mesh that resolves fracture intersections, (ii) solution of the governing flow equations on that mesh, and (iii) simulating transport by the flow field. Furthermore, for the prediction of solute breakthrough within acceptable confidence levels and to bound the uncertainty due to limited knowledge of the network, one needs multiple realizations, which again drives up the computational expense. This is because sampling and experimental characterization cannot determine network characteristics precisely over geological domains, and there is always uncertainty involved.
Studies have revealed the prevalence of preferential flow pathways and channelling effects [22] [23] [24] [25] in fractured media and that sub-networks within the domain dictate the flow and transport behavior. These dominant paths are said to constitute the "backbone" of the network. There could be substantial computational savings if one could restrict the simulation of flow and transport to the subnetworks that form the backbone of the network. However, it is difficult to predict these backbones a priori. This observation provides a natural motivation for the subject of this article, which is to construct multi-fidelity models of these fracture networks by identifying such sub-networks or backbones in an informed way.
The intrinsic importance of topology, and the very nomenclature "fracture-networks," suggests a graph representation of a DFN is a natural step towards construction of a reduced-order model. Hyman et al. [26] developed a topology based bijective mapping between a DFN and an equivalent graph was presented. The resultant graph could then be queried to obtain a sub-graph (hence subnetwork) corresponding to either the two-core sub-graph [27] or the sub-graph formed by the union of the k-shortest paths from the inflow to the outflow boundary [26] . Comparing transport on the full network with the sub-network showed that the first-passage times obtained were in good agreement. Instances of use of this mapping can also be found in Ghaffari et al. [28] , Andresen et al. [29] , Santiago et al. [30] , Saevik and Nixon [31] , Hope et al. [32] , Hyman and Martínez [33] but none of them are in the context of identification of sub-networks. Aldrich et al. [34] also introduced a weighted graph representation with edge weights based on particle transport through the DFN but the sub-networks were identified only after running simulations on the full network. A different flavor can be found in Valera et al. [35] where machine-learning techniques are used to identify fracture networks based on topological features calculated from the graph representation under discussion.
The mapping used in Hyman et al. [26] (and other references cited above), which maps fractures and intersections of the DFN to vertices and edges of the graph respectively, is purely topological and does not exploit the other hydrological parameters of the fractures such as permeability. Accordingly, Karra et al. [36] presented a different "hydrologybased" mapping, where intersections in the DFN correspond to vertices in the graph and fractures are represented as a clique of edges [37, 38] , while weights on the edges are based on the hydrological properties. This mapping makes possible the simulation of flow and transport on the graph itself (see [39, 40] for a complete account of the relation between these two mappings). It was found that for small networks graph-based transport compares very well with high-fidelity DFN simulations but as networks increase in size and become heterogeneous the breakthrough times using the graph-based model occur later than for the DFN model. A systematic correction technique was employed to make the predictions extremely accurate and fast [27] . However, since this correction depends on the physics of the problem, the method would need modification each time a different physical process was incorporated in the high-fidelity model, and moreover, it remains unclear whether such modifications would work as accurately for complex physics such as multiphase or unsteady flows.
The methods described in Hyman et al. [26] are sufficient to predict first-passage times for applications such as detection of gas seepage but in hydrocarbon extraction or contaminant remediation, the entire distribution of passage times is of interest. This brings us to the subject of the present work, which is to apply flow-physics on the graph and use the flow field to extract a sub-graph, and hence sub-network of the DFN. This is done by thresholding on a physical quantity, in this case the Darcy flux. This approach has the advantage that even as more complex physics is introduced into the high-fidelity models, the existing subsurface codes (e.g., PFLOTRAN [41] ) can be used without modifications. We find that there is a tradeoff between reduction in computation and deviation from the full breakthrough curve defined by the DFN which is controlled by a single parameter in our algorithm. A nice feature of this method is that the parameter is related to the physics of the problem and is not an ad hoc quantity. For small values of the parameter, one can achieve high fidelity with the breakthrough curve with modest network reduction, while larger values allow greater network reduction but with increasing deviation from the full breakthrough curve. Finally, we propose and demonstrate a multi-fidelity adaptive pruning algorithm that can be tuned to produce a DFN which reproduces the breakthrough curve of the DFN within a prescribed error bound specified by the subject matter expert. Pruning based on flow-physics has never been studied as a system reduction technique for DFNs, and this is an ideal setting since it affords us the option to retain as much of the network as necessary while still ensuring considerable computational savings.
In Section 2, we set up notation and describe the mapping that represents a DFN network as a graph, and explain the work flow of our algorithm along with the details of the DFN network that we use to test our method. In Section 3, we present our results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Methodology

Simulation of flow and transport through DFN
The governing equations for flow, neglecting gravity, are that of conservation of mass under steady state and Darcy's model
where q denotes the (volumetric) Darcy flux per unit crosssectional area normal to the flow, ∇p the pressure gradient, μ the viscosity of the fluid, and the permeability k = b 2 12 , where b is the fracture aperture. This relationship between permeability and fracture aperture is derived by modelling flow of an incompressible fluid through a fracture as that between closely-spaced parallel plates. The flow is assumed to be driven by prescribed pressures at the left and right ends of the domain with no-flow boundary condition at the other boundaries.
The Eq. 2.1 are tantamount to the elliptic Poisson problem for the pressure
with Dirichlet boundary conditions for the pressure at the inlet and outlet flow planes. The suite DFNWORKS combines the feature rejection algorithm for meshing (FRAM) [42] with the LaGriT meshing toolbox [43] to create a Delaunay mesh representation of the DFN and the corresponding Voronoi control volumes. DFNWORKS utilizes PFLOTRAN to solve the flow Eq. 2.1 and obtain the Darcy fluxes (q) on the control volumes. Thereafter, an Eulerian velocity field is reconstructed consistent with the Darcy fluxes by utilizing the technique outlined in Painter et al. [44] and Makedonska et al. [45] . In the final step of the workflow, DFNWORKS simulates Lagrangian particle tracking [46] for a cloud of passive tracer-particles with total mass M 0 starting at the inlet plane to compute the distribution of times at which the particles exit the outlet plane. Given a particle starting at location a on the inlet plane has a mass m(a), we can obtain a distribution of the times when it crosses the outlet plane τ (a). This distribution can be formalized as the cumulative solute mass that has broken through at a time t, and is given by the Lebesgue integral
where a is the set of all particles, H [·] is the Heaviside function. We assume that each particle has equal mass m(a) = M 0 /| a |, resident or uniform injection is assumed [47] . This function (·) is referred to as the breakthrough curve, and its significance has already been alluded to earlier in this article. A quantity of interest is the time at which a given fraction of the total mass exits the outlet plane, i.e.,
the time at which η fraction of the mass has exited the DFN network F .
We have now described the complete work flow for simulating flow and transport through a DFN and we now move onwards to describe its graphical representation.
The DFN to graph mapping
Let F = {f i } for i = 1, . . . , n denote a DFN composed of n fractures. We define a mapping, ψ, that transforms F into a graph G(V , E) composed of N = |V | vertices, and M = |E| edges. If two fractures f i and f j intersect, f i ∩ f j = ∅, then there is a node u ∈ V , that represents the line of intersection
This mapping is illustrated in Fig. 1 . One also includes representative source s and target t vertices into G to incorporate flow direction. So if f i intersects the inflow or outflow plane, then a node is added to V that represents the line of intersection. If f i ∩ f j = ∅ and f i ∩ f k = ∅, then there is an edge in E connecting the corresponding vertices,
where e(u, v) ∈ E denotes an edge between vertices u and v. Under this mapping, each fracture in the network is represented by a clique in G. Even though the mapping ψ is not an isomorphism between the graph G and network F , a theorem of Hyman et al. [40] guarantees that for every sub-graph G ⊂ G, there exists a unique sub-network F ⊂ F in the original DFN network. For convenience, we denote the sub-network F that corresponds to G as ψ −1 : G → F even though the true inverse of ψ is not unique.
We expect greater computational efficiency for flow and transport simulations in the sub-network because it will have fewer fractures and thus fewer number of nodes in the computational mesh. The network reduction can be measured by the ratio #F /#F , where #F denotes the cardinality of the DFN network indicated either by the number of fractures that make up the network, or the total number of nodes of the computational mesh covering the network. We compute the network reduction in terms of both quantities.
Flow physics on graphs
The graph representation obtained from the mapping ψ is one which inherits from the DFN the notion of flow and transport. The reduction of a DFN to a graph as a reducedorder model in this manner is also supported by the work of Noetinger and Jarrige [48] . The governing equations for the DFN will now be simplified when specialized for the equivalent graph network. This was originally presented in Karra et al. [36] , but is recounted here for completeness. By construction, flow along an edge connecting two vertices i and j (from i to j ) is tantamount to flow through some particular fracture, between intersections represented by the vertices. We assume that the aperture of each fracture is constant, i.e., no in-fracture aperture variability is assumed. Thus, each edge can be equipped with multiple edge weights representing cross-sectional area a ij , permeability k ij , and length L ij along the flow direction.
Then the Eq. 2.1 for the edge reduces to
where q ij is the flux per unit area normal to the flow along the edge, and p i , p j are the pressures at the locations represented by the vertices i and j . In terms of the total flux Q ij through the edge, we have
where the edge weight w ij = k ij a ij /(μL ij ). The first step to simulate flow on the graph G subject to known pressures (Dirichlet boundary conditions) at the inlet and outlet planes is to determine the pressures at every vertex. Note that the edge weight w ij is computed a priori for each edge of the graph. Enforcing mass conservation at each vertex using (2.7) results in a system of linear equations 
Physics-based pruning strategy
The new idea we seek to introduce is the development of a graph-pruning strategy that exploits the kinematic quantities derivable a posteriori from the flow solution obtained on the graph. This is a marked departure from previous efforts that used either topological attributes [26] or hydrological parameters [40] that could be computed a priori. We first assign the local Darcy fluxes obtained from the flow computation on the graph as graph edge weights. Thereafter, we perform thresholding on a given physical quantity, in this case, the local Darcy flux, to select a subgraph such that all of its edges have a flux greater than the threshold. We refer to the resulting sub-network as a pruned network because a set of fractures has been removed from the network. A similar method proposed by Maillot et al. [50] considered flow on a high-fidelity DFN but not on a graph representation. The technique proposed here requires only computation of flow on the graph and is hence more efficient, offering a speed-up factor of 10 4 depending on the network size [36] .
For a graph G(V , E) with flux q(u 1 , u 2 ) between vertices u 1 and u 2 and a user-defined threshold value ε, we identify sub-graph G (V , E ) in the following way:
Both q and ε have dimensions of velocity, and hence units of m/s. Once the pruning method identifies a sub-graph, the corresponding sub-network in the original DFN is identified by using the mapping ψ (2.5). This sub-network F is then the input for a full run of DFNWORKS. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the sequence of steps described above.
For larger values of ε, the sub-network will have smaller cardinality but correspondingly larger error in the breakthrough curve. This is because when a fracture is eliminated from the DFN, the contribution of its flux to the mass breakthrough is lost and it thus introduces an error in the breakthrough curve. Small values of ε imply that the flow through the eliminated fractures is slow, contributing mostly to the tail of the breakthrough curve in the form of late-arriving mass. However, as ε increases, so does the contribution to the mass breakthrough that is lost, leading to increasing error. Ultimately, for some particular ε > ε cr , the sub-graph will no longer have a connected path from source node to target node and thus the case ε = ε cr will represent the limiting case of pruning for the network. This "pruning limit" algorithm is explained in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 proceeds like a line search for ε with a "step-size" of δ; the step-size can be adjusted to solve for ε cr with desired accuracy.
Algorithm 1 The pruning-limit algorithm identifies ε cr
and finds the corresponding sub-network F Data: DFN network F , G = ψ(F ), δ Result: G , F -The limiting case of pruning through flux-thresholding initialization; ε = 10 −16 ; while (1) do Find G (V , E ) corresponding to ε as per equation (2.9) ; if G has a connected path linking source to target node then ε ← δ × ε ; else ε cr ← 1/δ × ε ; break; end end Find G (V , E ) corresponding to ε cr as per equation (2.9); We quantify the error of the DFN sub-network with respect to the full DFN network by comparing the time τ (F ; η) at which a given fraction of the total mass exits the outlet plane. An analogous measure of error is defined through τ (G; η) for transport on the sub-graph compared to the full graph.
Results
Sample DFN
To test the method we generate 30 networks that are independent, identical distributed realizations of a generic fracture network. While the generated network instances are generic, the network parameters are based on observations from real fractured media [51] . Each network is composed of circular fractures with uniformly random orientations. The DFN is in a cube of side-length 15 meters. The fracture radii r [m] are sampled from a truncated power law distribution with exponent 1 + α and upper and lower cutoffs (r u ; r 0 ). We choose α = 2.6 to ensure the distribution has finite mean and variance. The lower cut off r 0 = 1 while the upper cut off r u = 5. Fracture centers are sampled uniformly throughout the domain. The networks are sparse, with a mean P 32 value (fracture surface area over total volume) of 2.63 [m −1 ] and standard deviation 0.05. This ensures that networks are dense enough to have multiple paths connecting the inflow and outflow boundaries. Fracture apertures, represented as b, are constant for each fracture, but positively correlated with their radii through a power-law relationship, thus introducing variability in hydraulic properties of the network [52] . In every instance, at least one set of fractures connects the inflow and outflow boundaries. This constraint removes isolated clusters that make no contribution to the flow.
Critical pruning
We use the pruning strategy outlined in the previous section and find the sub-networks F obtained for the choices ε = 10 −16 m/s, 10 −12 m/s, ε cr , corresponding to each of the 30 instances of the DFN network F . For the case of ε cr , we choose δ = 10. Consolidating the data from all instances, it was found that ε cr ∈ {10 −8 , 10 −9 , 10 −10 , 10 −11 }. We choose 10 −16 as our thresholding parameter since it was a few orders of magnitude away from the minimum flux observed.
The choice ε = 10 −12 is a pruning strategy that is expected to be moderately aggressive in comparison but still away from values of ε cr . For each instance, the relative error in the breakthrough curve is computed as
where τ (F ; η) is as defined by Definition 1. The relative error on the sub-graph G is defined analogously as
It may be anticipated that the relative error (and its variance for the 30 instances) increases with increasing values of ε while correspondingly there is a greater network reduction and this expectation is borne out by Figs. 3a and 4 . Thresholding the graph mass flux on machine precision ε = 10 −16 is equivalent to removing all no-flow regions. However, no-flow regions on the graph do not correspond to no-flow regions on the DFN, as observed from the mean errors in Fig. 3a for values of mass fractions greater than 0.9. The mean breakthrough curve for the ensemble has been shown in Fig. 3b . The mean breakthrough curves are shown for the full DFN network as well as the pruned Fig. 3 a The mean error in breakthrough times for the pruned DFN obtained from physics-based system reduction for various mass fractions. The results consolidate data from 30 realizations. The error increases as the pruning becomes more aggressive (increasing ε), it also increases for larger mass fractions. b The mean breakthrough curves are shown for the full DFN network as well as the pruned networks. These have been computed from the mass arrival times for all realizations. The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval for the full DFN network. The mean breakthrough curves for the pruned DFN closely track that of the full DFN except in the case of critical pruning, wherein it is close to the edge of the confidence interval networks. These are computed from the mass arrival times for all realizations with the dashed lines denoting the 95% confidence interval for the full DFN network. The mean breakthrough curves for the pruned DFN closely track that of the full DFN except in the case of critical pruning, but even in this case, it is within the confidence interval but close to the edge of it. The network reduction with the different variants of flux-thresholding is described in Fig. 4 . The most aggressive strategy of pruning until the Fig. 4 Statistics for the number of fractures in pruned DFN relative to original DFN for various thresholding parameters. The most aggressive strategy of pruning until the network can no longer remain connected, viz., ε = ε cr , has pruned networks that are only 30% of the full network. The median is very close to the mean indicating that the statistic is stable and there are not too many outliers network can no longer remain connected, viz., ε = ε cr , has pruned networks that are only 30% of the full network. While the cardinality of the network is calculated on the basis of the number of fractures, very similar results are obtained when considering the number of nodes on the computational mesh, and hence the figure is not shown. This is a direct indicator of computational speed-up, as demonstrated subsequently.
We next investigate the variation of E DFN (η) and E Graph (η) for η = 0.5 in Fig. 5 for ε = ε cr . It is at once apparent that barring a few outliers, one consistently has E DFN (η) ≤ E Graph (η). While it is not possible to show or prove this bound analytically, it is encouraging because this observation is over 30 instances of this DFN network which is made up of fractures of various lengths and sizes. The graph representation is a lumped-parameter system, and a coarse-grained representation of the original fracture network. As such, it is more sensitive to removal of an edge than the equivalent change in the fracture network -which is the elimination of one flow path between intersection of two fractures. In other words, it is expected that removal of a graph edge will lead to a dramatic change in the flow solution, more than removal of one flow path at a fracture intersection. Moreover, due to the nature of the mapping between the two, each fracture on the fracture network is a clique in the graph. Thus removal of a graph edge does not result in removal of the fracture. In fact a fracture is removed only when all the graph edges forming the clique are eliminated. Thus we expect that the change in transport times due to removal of a graph edge will be greater than the corresponding change in the fracture network. The observation that the error on the sub-graph is an upper-bound for the error on the DFN sub-network, and the fact that simulating flow and transport on the graph is Fig. 5 Comparison of relative error for 50% breakthrough on DFN and graph for all 30 instances with ε = ε cr . Note that the error on the graph is, except for a few outliers, an upper bound for the error on the DFN computationally faster by orders of magnitude, opens the door to an adaptive pruning strategy with error control that we describe next.
Adaptive pruning with error control
The problem with Algorithm 1 is that since we are only ensuring a threshold on the graph edge fluxes, the relative error some times is larger than desired and one has no control of this error. To that end, we propose a modification of Algorithm 1 that also adds a threshold on the relative tolerance of the graph E Graph . We define a user-defined tolerance, say tol, and a specific mass fraction of the breakthrough curve, say η 0 = 0.5 so that up to 50% mass breakthrough, we demand that the relative error on the DFN sub-network be strictly less than tol. We accomplish this by using the error on the sub-graph as a putative upper bound. The algorithm starts with a chosen ε, and if the fluxthresholding produces a sub-graph in which a connected path exists between the source and target vertices, then it checks if the relative error on it is within the specified value of tol. If so, it proceeds iteratively to increase ε (by a factor δ) and prune more aggressively and stops before either of the following events occurs, viz., the tolerance limit is violated or no connected path exists linking source and target on the sub-graph. The latter could happen when tol is set to a large value. This adaptive pruning algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2.
We test the adaptive pruning strategy on our DFN network by setting δ = 10 0.1 , tol = 0.3, and η 0 = 0.5. The value of tol was chosen to strike a balance between aggressive pruning and accuracy of predicted breakthrough times. 
break; end end Find G (V , E ) corresponding to ε opt as per (2.9) ; F = ψ −1 (G ) ; Fig. 6 Qualitative interpretation of the sub-networks and the physics underpinning the adaptive pruning algorithm. To achieve fidelity with the breakthrough curve for increasing values of η, more of the smaller fractures are being included in the network. Comparison with the full DFN network shows how a large fraction of the small fractures is eliminated. Note that this includes data consolidated from all instances, and fracture sizes have been normalized by the largest value in each instance. The normalization is performed so that fracture sizes within each instance range from zero to unity, and thus the same holds for the consolidated data Finally, we examine the performance of the adaptive pruning algorithm for various values of η while maintaining tol = 0.3. Our interests lie in the statistics that describe the accuracy and computational efficiency, and the qualitative analysis of the pruned sub-networks that are produced by the method. Accuracy is measured as the percentage of instances where the relative error on the pruned DFN respected the tolerance while computational efficiency is indicated by statistics on the number of fractures and mesh nodes in the pruned networks expressed as a percentage of the full network. This is represented by Table 1 and Fig. 6 . For agreement with 10% and 25% of the breakthrough curve (η = 0.1, 0.25), the algorithm is successful in meeting the tolerance in every instance. However, for larger values of η, its success rate drops to 80%. This is linked to the remark made earlier, that no-flow regions on the graph do not correspond to no-flow regions on the DFN, this directly affects breakthrough times for large values of η. Secondly, on a DFN, pathlines can be curved, while on a graph the straight line distance between two fracture intersection centers is used, and so for larger mass fractions, the difference in the DFN pathline distances is larger than the graph distance. The statistics for computational efficiency also show a logical trend, in that an increasing number of fractures (degrees of freedom on mesh) are necessary to maintain the tolerance as the value of η increases. The physical underpinnings of the pruning algorithm are made clear by Fig. 6 which plots the frequency of occurrence of normalized fracture lengths in the pruned networks for various η from the consolidated data for all the instances. The normalization is performed so that fracture sizes within each instance range from zero to unity, and thus the same holds for the consolidated data. In keeping with physical intuition, the largest fractures seem to be first to be selected for inclusion into the pruned network, and smaller ones are incrementally added for agreement with larger values of η. However, it is seen, in comparison with the full network, that even for η = 0.75, less than half of the smallest fractures have been selected in the pruned network.
Statistics on computational efficiency of the pruning algorithms in terms of CPU time, as a percentage of the corresponding time for the full DFN are presented in Table 2 . Computations were performed on a server with 72 processors and 18 cores, (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2695 v4 @ 2.10 GHz, cache size 46080 KB), where generation, meshing, and flow were run in parallel with 64 processors. The median time (in minutes) for the full DFN for generation and meshing, flow, transport, and the total was 5.4, 2.3, 1.47, and 9.68, respectively. ε opt was optimized for agreement with 75% breakthrough. Note that total computational time can be cut down by almost 65% by critical pruning
The median time (in minutes) for the full DFN for generation and meshing, flow, transport, was 5.4, 2.3, 1.47, respectively with a median total time of 9.68 min. ε opt was optimized for agreement with 75% breakthrough. The trend is in keeping with expectation, for as the pruning becomes more aggressive, the computational time for each segment goes down. The critical pruning algorithm thus cuts down computational time by 65% in comparison to the full network, while the adaptive pruning algorithm meets the tolerance and saves more than 30% in computational overhead. Particle tracking in the pruned networks can sometimes lead to unreliable statistics, for the CPU time can be very high in instances where particles get trapped in regions of low gradient. Numbers corresponding to such cases were very few, and these were filtered out before computing the statistics.
Conclusion
The search for efficient ways to simplify a DFN network and speed up the simulation process has led to graph theory for answers. By mapping a DFN to a graph, one can employ graph theoretical techniques to reduce complexity or prune the graph, and consequently, the DFN network. In a departure from the trend of recent work in this direction which has been restricted to using topological and hydrological parameters known a priori, we proposed physicsbased pruning algorithms which utilize flow-physics on a different graph representation of the DFN. At a fundamental level too, the approach presented here is a complement to those based on the topological mapping of DFNs to graph, in that, we start with the full network and reduce to obtain the pruned sub-network, similar to a k-core iterative reduction but different from methods like union of k-shortest paths [26] that gradually add fractures to build a sub-network. While pruning techniques based on topology yield accurate first-passage times for transport through the network, our proposed pruning technique is ideal for applications such as hydrocarbon extraction or contaminant remediation where the entire distribution of passage times (the full breakthrough curve) is of interest, instead of just the first arrival time of the plume. After demonstrating that a single parameter in our algorithm controls the trade-off between reduction in computation and deviation from the full breakthrough curve defined by the DFN, we proposed and demonstrated the use of an adaptive pruning algorithm with error control that produces a pruned DFN sub-network whose predicted mass breakthrough agrees with the original DFN within a user-specified tolerance. Furthermore, this algorithm can be modified by changing the error measure used. Numerical experiments indicate that the smallest pruned sub-network (obtained by critical pruning) could be about one-third the size of the full network, and cut down computational time by upto 65% in comparison to the full network. A qualitative interpretation of the results is that the pruning algorithms select the largest fractures in the pruned network, and progressively select smaller fractures to account for late-arriving mass, and this is consistent with the physics of the system.
Physics-based pruning for graphs thus paired with three-dimensional DFN modelling is an efficient multifidelity work flow, and lends itself to robust uncertainty quantification and characterization of subsurface flow and transport. Future work could look to incorporate the insight from flow-physics into a data-driven approach to reducedorder modelling of DFNs or consider more complex physics such as multi-phase or unsteady flow.
